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Abstract: The microstructure and mechanical properties of a 90W-7Ni-3Fe heavy alloy manufactured 

using laser melting deposition (LMD) have been investigated with a goal of understanding the LMD 

process and the relevant strengthening mechanisms. A reference sample prepared using liquid 

phase sintering (LPS) with similar composition has been used for comparison to isolate effects of the 

processing rate. The results show that the nearly fully-dense LMD sample consists of two periodically 

alternating sublayers containing different volume fractions of W particles. Compared to the 

reference LPS sample, the LMD sample has a higher W content in the binder matrix, a more refined 

microstructure, a higher dislocation density and a lower contiguity between W particles. 

Furthermore, the LMD sample has a yield strength of 822  30 MPa, which is about 200 MPa higher 

than that of the reference LPS sample. This strength difference is quantitatively analyzed based on 

the microstructural observations. It is shown that the increased fraction of W-matrix interfaces, a 

higher interface bonding strength and more pronounced constraint effects, resulting from the higher 

processing temperature and fast cooling of LMD, provide extra strengthening. The present study 

provides an important basis for optimizing the LMD process for manufacture of high W content 

tungsten heavy alloys with improved mechanical properties.  
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1. Introduction 

Tungsten heavy alloys (WHAs) are widely used in the aerospace and nuclear industries as weight 

balances and radiation shielding, due to their high density, high strength, and good ductility [1, 2]. 

WHAs are conventionally prepared by liquid phase sintering (LPS) using blended elemental powders 

of W, Ni, and Fe or Cu [2, 3]. The typical microstructure of WHAs produced by LPS consists of 

spheroidized W particles embedded in a Ni-based binder matrix [1, 2, 4]. The high sintering 

temperature as well as the slow heating (<1 K/s) and cooling rates (<10 K/s) of the LPS process, 

however, usually result in significant reprecipitation and growth of W particles/grains [5]. High 

hardness and high strength are thus obtained only after microstructure refinement by thermo-

mechanical treatments, such as swaging [6-8], which prevents net-shape fabrication of WHAs using 

LPS. 

Many new processing methods have recently been developed either to improve the wetting 

behavior by chemical alloying [5, 9] or to refine the microstructure by e.g. reducing the processing 

time [2, 10-16]. Among these methods, additive manufacturing (AM), using methods such as laser 

melting deposition (LMD) or selective laser melting (SLM), has attracted much interest due to its 

potential to allow near net-shape manufacturing of complex components directly from digital 

models [15-27]. The high energy density of the laser beam can heat up the powders quickly (typically 

in the order of 10-3~10-1 s), while a small molten volume results in a fast cooling rate as the beam 

moves to the next local volume. The ultrafast heating and cooling rates of LMD and SLM (>103~104 

K/s) can significantly reduce the time during which structural coarsening can occur. However, for 

SLM-processed WHAs, the combination of a relatively small melt pool (on the order of 100 µm) and 

very fast cooling rates (105~106 K/s) [28] can lead to lack of fusion, thereby resulting in a limited 

rearrangement of the W particles [16, 18, 20-23]. As such, even with the use of powder-preheating, 

the microstructure of SLM-processed WHAs often contains a non-uniform distribution of W particles 

and a large number of pores, which makes SLM-processed WHAs very brittle [16]. This problem can 

be remedied by use of the LMD process. LMD provides comparatively large melt pools (on the order 

of several millimeters) and comparatively lower cooling rates (103~104 K/s) during solidification [28]. 

This combination ensures a sufficient amount of liquid to provide a transport path for solution and 

reprecipitation processes and to bridge and allow rearrangement of the W particles, both of which 



are beneficial for homogenizing the distribution of W particles and reducing the porosity [15, 25-27]. 

It has very recently been demonstrated that fully dense WHAs with W contents of up to 90 wt.% [29] 

and excellent mechanical properties can be prepared using LMD [27]. However, the strengthening 

mechanisms in such material has not been quantitatively understood, and in that regard information 

is also needed on how the fast heating and cooling rates in the LMD process affect the 

microstructural evolution, including the densification process, the W content remaining in the matrix, 

and the contiguity of W-W particle interfaces.  

The aim of the present study is to characterize the microstructure and mechanical properties of a 

90W-7Ni-3Fe alloy manufactured using LMD, to understand microstructure evolution during the 

LMD process and the related strengthening mechanisms. To better address the effects of the fast 

processing rate, a 90W-7Ni-3Fe sample is also prepared using conventional LPS and used as a 

reference. By comparing the microstructural parameters of the two samples, the microstructural 

evolution and strengthening mechanisms of the LMD sample are quantitatively analyzed.   

2. Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Powders 

Raw W, Ni, and Fe powders with purities of 99.9% were used for the LMD process. The W particles 

have polygonal shapes and an average size of 52 µm, while the Ni and Fe powders are approximately 

spherical with average sizes of 22 µm and 131 µm, respectively (see Fig. 1). The oxygen contents of 

the W, Ni, and Fe powders were 381 ppm, 3520 ppm, and 440 ppm, respectively. Powders with a 

weight ratio of 90:7:3 for W:Ni:Fe were mixed and shaken using a three-axis shaker for 3 hours. The 

mixed powders were dried by heating at 80 °C for 2 hours in vacuum. 

 

Fig. 1. SEM images of the powders: (a) W, (b) Ni, and (c) Fe. 



2.2 LMD processing 

An in-house developed LMD system was used to process the mixed powders. A schematic diagram 

of the system is shown in Fig. 2a. An ytterbium-doped fiber laser with a wavelength of 1070 nm and 

a spot diameter of approx. 2 mm was used to deposit the WHA on a 316L steel substrate. To avoid 

oxidation, the deposition process was carried out in a chamber filled with constantly flowing high 

purity argon, where the oxygen content was controlled to be below 20 ppm. The mixed powders 

were delivered into the chamber through a coaxial nozzle at a feeding rate of 10-15 g/min, under 

the protection of high purity argon. Further details about the LMD process can be found in Ref. [30]. 

Thin-wall plate samples with a thickness of ~3 mm, length of 55 mm, and height of ~40 mm were 

built layer-by-layer using a single laser scan with a power of 800 W and a speed of 400 mm/min. The 

height increment of each deposition layer was ~0.5 mm. The scanning direction for each new layer 

was reversed (see Fig. 2a).  

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the LMD process for manufacturing thin-wall plate samples, 

(b) extraction of tensile specimens, and (c) the strategy for hardness indentations. 

2.3 Reference LPS sample 

A 90W-7Ni-3Fe alloy was also produced by conventional LPS as a reference. To promote good 

sintering, powders with a smaller size of 23 µm were mechanically alloyed by ball milling for 12 

hours using WHA balls with a ball to powder weight ratio of 4: 1. The oxygen contents of the W, Ni, 

and Fe powders were 440 ppm, 670 ppm, and 2000 ppm, respectively. The mechanically alloyed 

powders were cold isostatically pressed at 180 MPa to obtain a cylindrical rod. The rod was sintered 

at a temperature of 1460 °C for 2 hours in vacuum, followed by furnace cooling.  



2.4 Characterization of microstructure and mechanical properties 

The microstructure and microzone chemistry were investigated on a cross-section of the LMD 

sample defined by the laser scanning direction (SD) and the deposition direction (DD) and on the 

LPS sample in a plane perpendicular to the cylindrical axis of the rod. The measurements were 

carried out using a Tescan Mira3 LMH field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped 

with an Oxford AZtec system for both electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and energy dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. For the EBSD orientation mapping, an electron accelerating 

voltage of 20 kV and a step size of 0.5 µm were used, while the EDS analysis was performed in point 

scan mode using an electron accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a beam intensity level of 13 and a count 

time of 180~300 s. Additionally, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a DX-2700BH 

X-Ray diffractometer (Haoyuan Instrument Co., Ltd, Dandong, China) with a W filament operated at 

40 kV and 40 mA and a  fixed Cu anode (λkα = 0.154187 nm). The scan range was 30-110 ° with a step 

of 0.02 ° and a scanning speed of 2.4 °/min. The pores at the sample scale and the microstructure of 

the LMD sample were observed using a Nikon LV150N optical microscope and an Olympus SZ61 

optical microscope, respectively. The porosity was determined from optical images using an in-house 

Matlab algorithm. The density of the samples was measured by Archimedes’ method using a Mettler 

Toledo balance. The elemental impurity contents of C, S, O and N were analyzed by radio frequency 

gas extraction combustion coupled with infrared and thermal conductivity detectors using LECO 

analyzers (model CS344 for C/S elements and TC400 for O/N elements). 

Dog-bone shaped specimens with a gauge length of 10 mm, a width of 2 mm, and a thickness of 1.6 

mm were extracted for tensile tests. The tension direction was taken parallel to DD for the LMD 

sample (Fig. 2b), and to the cylindrical direction of the rod for the LPS sample. The tensile tests were 

performed using a Suns UTM5105 electronic universal tensile testing machine at a displacement rate 

of 0.4 mm/min (corresponding to an initial strain rate of approximately 6.7×10-4 s-1). Three 

specimens were tested for each sample. The fracture surfaces were also characterized using the 

Tescan SEM. Microhardness testing was carried out using a HVS-1000A Vickers hardness instrument 

(Laizhou Huayin Testing Instrument Co., Ltd., Laizhou, China) with a diamond indenter under a load 

of 1000 g and a dwell time of 15 s. The indentation tests were conducted along four lines in an area 

containing four deposition layers on the cross-section for the LMD sample (see Fig. 2c) and at 5 



random locations for the reference LPS sample.  

3. Results 

3.1 Phases  

XRD results show that both the LMD sample and the reference LPS sample consist of two phases: 

BCC W and a FCC nickel-iron solid solution (see Fig. 3). No intermetallic phases were observed in 

either of the two samples.  

 

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the LMD and reference LPS samples, showing the presence of identical phases 

of W and a nickel-iron solid solution in the two samples. 

3.2 Microstructure 

3.2.1 SEM and optical microscopy (OM) 

SEM images show that the microstructure of the LMD sample is heterogeneous, consisting of 

alternating sublayers along DD each containing different volume fractions of W particles (see Fig. 

4a). The sublayer at the top of each deposited layer has a low volume fraction of the W particles 

(hereafter termed a LW-sublayer), while the sublayer at the bottom has a high volume fraction 

(termed a HW-sublayer). The thickness of each LW-sublayer and HW-sublayer is about 200 µm and 

300 µm, respectively — the sum of the two is equivalent to the height increment of each deposited 

layer. The volume fractions of the W particles are 79% and 88% in the LW- and HW-sublayers, 

respectively (see Table 1), leading to a total volume fraction of the W particles of 84.4%. The LW-



sublayers contain more, and larger (up to 200 µm), pores than the HW-sublayers (see Fig. 4b-d and 

Table 1). The total porosity of the LMD sample determined from OM images is about 0.99%. 

 
Fig. 4. SEM and OM images of the LMD and reference LPS samples. (a) SEM image showing the 

alternate sublayers with different volume fractions of W particles along DD in the LMD sample; (b) 

low and (c,d) high magnification OM images showing the size and distribution of pores as well as the 

microstructure of the LMD sample; (e) SEM image of the reference LPS sample, showing a fully-

dense microstructure. In the SEM images, brighter regions are W particles, while darker regions are 

the binder matrix. In (b), the gray regions are the pores, while the rest is the alloy. In (c) and (d), the 

binder matrix appears brighter than the W particles.  

Most of the W particles in the LMD sample retain their polygonal shape in both the LW- and HW-

sublayers, inherited from the raw powders, though the corners are notably more round than in the 

raw powder. Within both the LW- and HW-sublayers, a large number of small W particles of approx. 

5 µm are seen as well as a small fraction of dendrite-like features. The microstructure of the 

reference LPS sample is more homogenous (see Fig. 4e). The volume fraction of W particles in the 

reference LPS sample is 83%, slightly lower than that of the LMD sample.   



The density of the LMD sample measured by Archimedes’ method is 17.0  0.24 g/cm3. A porosity 

calculation based on comparing the measured density to the theoretical density of a 90W-7Ni-3Fe 

alloy (17.15 g/cm3) yields a value of 0.87%, which agrees reasonably well with the measurement 

from OM analysis, indicating that the LMD samples are nearly fully-dense. The density for the 

reference LPS sample is 17.14  0.15 g/cm3. 

Table 1. Microstructural parameters of the LMD and reference LPS samples. 

  Thickness 
(µm) 

Porosity* 
(%)  

Volume fraction of 
W particles (%) 

Contiguity of 
W particles 

Median intercept 
length (µm) 

 W content in 
matrix (wt. %) 

W matrix  

LMD LW-
sublayer 

204 0.36 79 0.22 10.5 2.2  29.4(0.9) 

LMD HW-
sublayer 

304 0.22 88 0.31 11.7 1.6  28.7(1.9) 

Reference 
LPS 

- - 83 0.34 15.5 3.5  26.8(0.8) 

*Only for pores with sizes smaller than 10 µm. 

The contiguity (Cw) of the W particles is determined using equation (1): 

C𝑊 =
2𝑁𝑊𝑊

2𝑁𝑊𝑊+𝑁𝑊𝑀
,                                      (1) 

where NWW is the number of W-W contacts, and NWM the number of W-matrix contacts. It is found 

that the contiguity of the W particles is smaller in both the HW- and LW-sublayers of the LMD sample 

than in the reference LPS sample. This is the case even though the volume fraction of the W particles 

in the HW-sublayers is higher than that of the reference LPS sample (see Table 1). 

3.2.2 EBSD 

Fig. 5 shows EBSD results for the LMD and reference LPS samples. Almost all the W particles are 

composed of a single grain for the reference LPS sample, whereas a small fraction of the W particles 

in the LMD sample contain 1 or 2 grain boundaries inside each particle. The median intercept length 

of the W grains is about 25% smaller in the LMD sample compared to the reference LPS sample (see 

Table 1), even though the starting W powders are >15 times larger for the LMD sample. 



 

Fig. 5. EBSD results showing the microstructures of the LMD and reference LPS samples: (a) and (d) 

inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of the W phases in the LW-sublayer of the LMD sample and reference 

LPS sample, respectively; (b) and (e) IPF maps of the matrix in the LW-sublayer of the LMD sample 

and the reference LPS sample, respectively; (c) and (f) accumulative misorientations within 5 

randomly-chosen W and matrix grains, respectively for each sample. Black lines in the IPF maps show 

grain boundaries with misorientations larger than 10°. The colors in the IPF maps represent 

crystallographic orientations along DD for the LMD sample and along the vertical axis of the map for 

the reference LPS sample.    

There are many non-contiguous matrix regions in the LMD sample with similar orientations (see Fig. 

5b), suggesting that these are parts of grains likely to be connected in 3D. Although the size of these 

matrix ‘colonies’ is large (100 µm), the median intercept length of the matrix grains is rather small 

for the LMD sample (see Table 1). In contrast, the matrix grains in the reference LPS sample typically 

have orientations significantly different from their neighboring matrix grains.  

The maximum accumulative misorientation within most LMD W grains is above 1°, and can be up to 

2.8° (see examples in Fig. 5c). The accumulative misorientation within most reference LPS W grains 

is below 1°. The maximum accumulative misorientations within the matrix of the LMD and reference 



LPS samples are similar, though the misorientation gradient is larger for the LMD sample in regions 

about a few microns from the interface (see Fig. 5f).  

3.3 Chemical content 

EDS analysis shows that the W content in the matrix in both the LW- and HW-sublayers of the LMD 

sample is slightly higher than that in the matrix of the reference LPS sample (see Table 1). The O, N, 

C and S contents are more or less similar for the two samples (see Table 2). It should be noted that 

the relatively high oxygen content in the reference LPS sample is because the sintering was 

conducted in vacuum, and not in a hydrogen atmosphere. 

Table 2. Contents of O, N, C and S in the LMD and reference LPS samples (units of ppm).  

 
O   N  C  S  

LMD sample  453 9 <50 <2 

Reference LPS sample 500 <20 15 6 

 

3.4 Mechanical properties 

The presence of periodically alternating sublayers of the LMD sample is also revealed by 

microhardness measurements along DD (see Fig. 6). For these measurements the first indentation 

was taken in a LW-sublayer (see Fig. 2c). The distance between neighboring peak values is about 500 

µm, which matches the thickness of each deposited layer. The highest microhardness in the HW-

sublayers is about 76 HV higher than the lowest hardness in the LW-sublayers. This hardness 

difference is expected due to the difference in the volume fraction of the W particles and in the 

porosity. The average microhardness of the reference LPS sample is also given in Fig. 6 for 

comparison. It is seen that even the lowest hardness value in the LMD sample is about 70 HV higher 

than the average hardness of the reference LPS sample.  



 

Fig. 6. Microhardness of the LMD and reference LPS samples. The microhardness of the LMD sample 

shows a periodic change along DD; the average microhardness of the reference LPS sample is 

indicated by the dashed line. 

 

Fig. 7. Tensile tress-strain curves of the LMD and reference LPS samples.  

Tensile stress-strain curves for the LMD and reference LPS samples are shown in Fig. 7. The LMD 

sample shows a much higher strength but a lower ductility than the reference LPS sample. The yield 

strength and tensile strength of the LMD sample reach 822  30 MPa and 1037  50 MPa, 



respectively, both of which are about 150-200 MPa higher than those of the reference LPS sample 

(606  4 MPa and 872  14 MPa, respectively). The total elongation is 3.5  0.7% and 18  2% for 

the LMD and reference LPS samples, respectively.  

3.5 Fracture surfaces 

Fig. 8 shows fracture surfaces of the LMD and reference LPS samples. Some large pores with sizes of 

up to 200 m are observed on the fracture surface of the LMD sample (see Fig. 8a), suggesting the 

fracture is likely to start at the large pores in the LW-sublayer. For the areas without pores, the 

fracture is dominated by cleavage of W particles and ductile tearing of the matrix (see Fig. 8b). For 

the reference LPS sample, pores are absent on the fracture surface (see Fig. 8c). In addition to 

cleavage of W particles and matrix ductile failure, W-W intergranular failure is also seen (examples 

are marked by arrows and labelled as W-W in Fig. 8d).  

 

Fig. 8. SEM images showing fracture surfaces of the LMD sample (a, b) and reference LPS sample (c, 

d). Large pores are seen on the fracture surface of the LMD sample (a), and cleavage fracture 

features of W particles (W cleavage) as well as ductile dimple fracture features of matrix (M failure) 

are seen for both LMD and reference LPS samples (b and d). W-W intergranular grain boundary 

separations (W-W) are only visible in the reference LPS sample (d).  



4. Discussion 

4.1 LMD processing 

The LPS process of WHAs consists of three stages of microstructural evolution [31]. The first stage 

involves the rearrangement of W particles. When the mixed powder is heated up to the processing 

temperature (1460 °C for the present case), the NiFe alloy melts, and the capillary force from liquid 

wetting acts as a driving force for rearrangement of the W particles. The second stage involves 

reprecipitation. W is dissolved in the NiFe liquid (finer particles and particle corners are favored) and 

upon cooling W reprecipitates on larger undissolved W particles, resulting in significant particle 

shape accommodation as well as pore elimination and grain growth. The final stage is solid-state 

sintering, where microstructural coarsening with very little densification takes place [1, 5, 31].  

The LMD process involves similar processes, but takes place locally in a moving melt pool. The fast 

heating and cooling rates significantly accelerate the processes and lead to some unique 

microstructural features (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 1). These include: i) periodically alternating 

sublayers with different volume fractions of the W particles, ii) a relatively high W content in the 

matrix, iii) refined grains, iv) a larger orientation gradient in the W grains, v) a low contiguity of the 

W particles, and vi) large matrix ‘colonies’. As explained in the following the development of these 

features can be understood based on a consideration of the processing parameters. 

During LMD, the high input energy laser can quickly (about 0.3 s) heat the powders to a high 

temperature. The highest temperature in the melt pool is higher than the processing temperature 

used for the reference LPS sample, 1460 °C, so that the NiFeW liquid solution has a lower viscosity, 

which allows heavier particles to deposit at the bottom of each layer under the force of gravity within 

a very limited time and leads to the observed layer separation behavior (i.e. feature i). The higher 

processing temperature of the melt can also dissolve a larger amount of W, which reduces the 

starting W particle size and increases the amount of liquid, and may possibly also lead to rounding 

of sharp corners of the particles, all of which can be beneficial for the rearrangement of W particles 

and contribute to the dense microstructure of the LMD sample. The larger matrix ‘colonies’ (feature 

vi) in the LMD sample (Fig. 5) is also a result of the larger amount of liquid. Additionally, the higher 

W solubility in the NiFeW solution can further reduce the solid-liquid interfacial energy between the 



NiFeW solution and undissolved W particles, which promotes wetting of the W particles, and as such 

is beneficial for reducing the contiguity of the W particles (feature v) [4, 32]. The fact that many W 

particles are completely surrounded by a single matrix ‘colony’ (see Fig. 5) suggests that the larger 

amount of liquid may also contribute to the reduced contiguity.  

As the laser moves to the next local volume, the fast cooling rate during solidification can reduce the 

time period for reprecipitation processes so that a larger amount of W can be preserved in the matrix 

(feature ii). The large fraction of small W grains in the LMD sample (Fig. 5) suggests that they may 

nucleate directly from the supersaturated solution due to the fast cooling rate.  

After solidification, the faster cooling rate of LMD compared to the slow furnace cooling during LPS 

can further limit the extent of grain growth during solid-state cooling (feature iii). As a consequence, 

thermal stresses can develop during cooling in the composite because of the difference in 

coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between W and the NiFeW matrix (see Table 3) [14, 33]. The 

presence of W particles with a smaller CTE in a matrix with a larger CTE is likely to lead to 

compressive thermal stresses in both phases during solid-state cooling. These thermal stresses may 

lead to plastic deformation of both the W particles and the matrix during cooling from high 

temperature, which will relax the thermal stress to the yield stress of each phase at a given 

temperature [34, 35]. Additionally the fast cooling rate of the LMD process can lead to more plastic 

deformation and larger orientation gradients (feature iv) compared to the slow furnace cooling 

during the LPS process [36]. The distribution of the W particles (i.e. contiguity of W particles) may 

also affect the distribution of local thermal residual stress [34], which may further lead to different 

orientation gradients in the two phases (feature iv, see Fig. 5c and f). Last, but not least, the 

formation of intermetallic compounds can be avoided due to the fast cooling rate (see Fig. 3).  

Table 3. Coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) for W, Ni and Fe [33]. 

 CTE(×10-6/K) 

W 4.5 
Ni 13.0 
Fe 11.8 

 

 



4.2 Mechanical properties 

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the mechanical properties of some 90W-7Ni-3Fe alloys processed 

by different methods. To eliminate the effects of strain rate, here only results obtained with strain 

rates similar to that used in the present study are included (i.e. quasi-static tensile tests at strain 

rates in the order of 10-4~10-3 s-1). Compared to SLM-processed WHAs [16, 23], LMD-produced WHAs 

can result in a better ductility. This is mainly because LMD provides larger melt pools than SLM, 

which helps to homogenize the microstructure and reduce the porosity. The strength of one of the 

data points for a SLM sample is higher than that of the present LMD sample, which is believed to be 

related primarily to the small reported powders/W grains of 4-11 µm in this sample [23], rather than 

a result of the processing route. It has been shown, for example, that if small powders are used an 

even higher strength can be obtained with LMD, while still retaining a uniform elongation of ~5% for 

a 75W-17.5Ni-7.5Fe alloy [27].  

  

Fig. 9. Quasi-static tensile properties of the present LMD and reference LPS samples compared to 

other 90W-7Ni-3Fe alloys. 

Compared to the reported as-sintered LPS samples [6, 7, 13, 37-44], LMD provides a higher tensile 

strength. Note that some of the LPS samples have higher strengths than the present reference LPS 

sample. Several factors may contribute to this, including the grain size, the matrix W content, and 



the contiguity of W particles. However, as a quantitative analysis of the microstructure was not 

reported in these studies, it is not possible to draw any conclusions regarding the reasons for the 

strength difference. The strength of the LMD sample is close to that of some swaged LPS samples [6, 

7, 43], the higher strength of which is mainly attributed to the additional plastic deformation after 

sintering. Such deformed samples have significantly different microstructures (including grain sizes, 

grain shapes, and interior dislocation densities) compared to the as-sintered samples. For the 

purposes of investigating the origin of the mechanical properties, it is therefore not appropriate to 

compare as-prepared samples to deformed materials. 

To quantitatively understand the effects of the fast processing rates on the strengthening 

mechanisms of the LMD sample, the strength contributions from different microstructural 

parameters are estimated with respect to the present reference LPS sample. As the tensile direction 

is parallel to the deposition direction (see Fig. 2b), the weak links of the LW-sublayer regions in the 

LMD sample (see Figs. 6 and 7) are expected to control the tensile properties and are therefore 

quantified in detail below. 

The yield strength of the composite can be calculated using a rule of mixtures calculation, i.e.  

𝜎𝑊𝐻𝐴 = 𝑓𝜎𝑝 + (1 − 𝑓)𝜎𝑚,                                                      (2) 

where f is the volume fraction of the W particles, and p and m are the strength of the W particles 

(p) and the matrix (m), respectively. Considering both the Hall-Petch strengthening and the 

dislocation strengthening, the strength of each phase can be calculated as:  

𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑥
0 +

𝐾𝑥

√𝑑𝑥
+𝑀𝛼𝐺𝑥𝑏𝑥√𝜌𝑥,                (3) 

where 𝜎𝑥
0 is the friction stress, Kx the Hall-Petch constant, 𝑑𝑥 the grain intercept length, M the Taylor 

factor [45],  α the dislocation interaction coefficient [46], Gx the shear modulus, bx Burgers vector, ρx 

dislocation density, in which x represents p or m. For random textured BCC and FCC materials, M is 

close to 3 and α typically equals 0.24 [47-49]. The geometrical necessary dislocation (GND) density 

can be roughly estimated based on the orientation gradient (θ/d) using equation 4 [50]:  

𝜌 =
2

𝑏

𝜃

𝑑
.                                         (4) 



For the calculation, the value of /d is determined from the maximum accumulative misorientation 

within a grain and then averaged over 15 randomly chosen grains. It should be noted that this is 

likely to be an overestimate. Based on this calculations the estimated GND dislocation density in the 

W grains of the LMD sample is ~4 times that of the reference LPS sample (see Table 4). Using the 

parameters listed in Table 4 and the median intercept length as shown in Table 1 for the two phases, 

the strength increases for the LMD sample compared to the reference LPS sample due to the grain 

refinement and to the presence of dislocations are calculated to be 41 MPa and 52 MPa, respectively. 

It is rather difficult to estimate the effect of the W content increase in the matrix on the 𝜎𝑚
0 , but 

according to [51], a W concentration increase from 27% to 29% in the matrix can result in a total 

strength increase of ~20 MPa.  

Table 4. Parameters used for quantification of strength of the LMD and reference LPS samples. 

 K (MPa m1/2) G (GPa) b(nm) Average orientation 
gradient (°/µm) 

Dislocation density 
(×1012m-2) 

    LMD LPS LMD LPS 

W 823 [52] 130 0.27 0.17 0.04 22.9 5.2 
matrix 267 [53] 77 0.25 0.20 0.11 27.9 15.4 

 

The calculated total increase of the yield strength for the LMD sample compared to the reference 

LPS sample is therefore about 113 MPa, which is at least ~100 MPa lower than the experimentally 

determined value. This mismatch may have a number of different sources. Within the large matrix 

‘colonies’, the W particles are completely surrounded by one matrix grain; detrimental elements are 

less likely to be segregated at those interfaces due to the fast cooling rate [14]. Both factors may be 

beneficial for improving the interface bonding strength. Also a higher W content in the matrix in the 

LMD sample leads to a reduced strength difference between the hard W particles and the soft NiFeW 

matrix. This reduced strength difference, together with the smaller contiguity of the W particles (i.e. 

a higher fraction of W-matrix interfaces) can modify the constraint effect between the hard and soft 

phases (i.e. a strain accommodation between the larger plastic strain in the soft matrix and smaller 

strain in the hard W phase can give rise to slip on supplementary slip systems) and provide an extra 

strengthening [54]. In addition, the larger orientation gradients at the interfaces of the LMD sample 

(see Fig. 5c, f) may also have an impact on the constraint effects. A detailed quantification of these 

effects requires characterization of local residual strain (both plastic and elastic) using advanced 



techniques, e.g. synchrotron micro-diffraction [34], which is, however, out of the scope of the 

present study.  

For LPS with slow cooling rates, impurities such as O, N, C and S tend to segregate at the W-matrix 

interfaces during solidification, which can lead to poor bond strength of the interfaces and result in 

low strength and embrittlement [14]. The relatively high oxygen content in both the LMD and 

reference LPS samples can further reduce the ductility (see Fig. 9). However, the oxygen content in 

the present LMD and reference LPS samples is comparable (see Table 2), suggesting that the high 

oxygen content is not the main reason for the property differences between the two samples. From 

the fracture surfaces, it is evident that the ductility of the LMD sample is limited mainly by the 

presence of large pores.  

The oxygen content in the LMD sample is similar to that of the raw powders (see section 2 and Table 

2), suggesting that the high oxygen content in the LMD sample is very likely to originate from the 

raw powders. The oxygen content is likely to be reduced by preheating the powders in a hydrogen 

atmosphere before the LMD process [55]. The formation of the pores may be related to the gas used 

to deliver the powders or lack of fusion problem [29]. These large porosities may be eliminated by 

optimizing the processing parameters, e.g. input laser power, deposition layer thickness, scanning 

speed and powder shape, all which will be studied in the near future.  

5. Conclusions 

In this study the microstructure and mechanical properties of a dense tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) 

prepared using laser melting deposition (LMD) have been characterized using microscopy and 

hardness as well as tensile tests. It is found that LMD with high laser energy is a promising method 

for fabricating dense WHAs with a high W content of 90 wt.%. The main conclusions are: 

i) The LMD processed WHAs consist of periodically alternating sublayers with different 

volume fractions of the W particles along the deposition direction. Within each deposited 

layer, the sublayer with a lower volume fraction of W particles is above the sublayer with 

a higher volume fraction. The maximum hardness difference between the two sublayers 

is about 75 HV.  

ii) The LMD processed WHAs are 99% dense. A few large pores with size up to 200 µm are 



observed, located mainly at the deposition layer interfaces. Within each deposited layer, 

the porosity in the top sublayer is slightly larger than that in the bottom sublayer.  

iii) The yield and tensile strengths of the LMD processed WHA are 822  30 MPa and 1037  

50 MPa. The ductility of the LMD sample is currently limited by the large pores formed 

during deposition.  

iv) The fast heating and cooling rates during LMD leads to a refined microstructure, a 

relatively homogeneous microstructure (with lower contiguity of W particles), stronger 

interface bonding and a stronger binder matrix with supersaturated W content, all of 

which contribute to the higher strength of the LMD processed WHAs. Compared to 

conventional liquid phase sintering, it is suggested that the fast cooling rate of the LMD 

process results in extra strengthening from enhanced constraint effects between the two 

phases.  
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. SEM images of the powders: (a) W, (b) Ni, and (c) Fe. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the LMD process for manufacturing thin-wall plate samples, 

(b) extraction of tensile specimens, and (c) the strategy for hardness indentations. 

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the LMD and reference LPS samples, showing the presence of identical phases 

of W and a nickel-iron solid solution in the two samples. 

Fig. 4. SEM and OM images of the LMD and reference LPS samples. (a) SEM image showing the 

alternate sublayers with different volume fractions of W particles along DD in the LMD sample; (b) 

low and (c,d) high magnification OM images showing the size and distribution of pores as well as the 

microstructure of the LMD sample; (e) SEM image of the reference LPS sample, showing a fully-

dense microstructure. In the SEM images, brighter regions are W particles, while darker regions are 

the binder matrix. In (b), the gray regions are the pores, while the rest is the alloy. In (c) and (d), the 

binder matrix appears brighter than the W particles.  

Fig. 5. EBSD results showing the microstructures of the LMD and reference LPS samples: (a) and (d) 

inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of the W phases in the LW-sublayer of the LMD sample and reference 

LPS sample, respectively; (b) and (e) IPF maps of the matrix in the LW-sublayer of the LMD sample 

and the reference LPS sample, respectively; (c) and (f) accumulative misorientations within 5 

randomly-chosen W and matrix grains, respectively for each sample. Black lines in the IPF maps show 

grain boundaries with misorientations larger than 10°. The colors in the IPF maps represent 

crystallographic orientations along DD for the LMD sample and along the vertical axis of the map for 

the reference LPS sample.    

Fig. 6. Microhardness of the LMD and reference LPS samples. The microhardness of the LMD sample 

shows a periodic change along DD; the average microhardness of the reference LPS sample is 

indicated by the dashed line. 

Fig. 7. Tensile tress-strain curves of the LMD and reference LPS samples.  

Fig. 8. SEM images showing fracture surfaces of the LMD sample (a, b) and reference LPS sample (c, 

d). Large pores are seen on the fracture surface of the LMD sample (a), and cleavage fracture 



features of W particles (W cleavage) as well as ductile dimple fracture features of matrix (M failure) 

are seen for both LMD and reference LPS samples (b and d). W-W intergranular grain boundary 

separations (W-W) are only visible in the reference LPS sample (d).  

Fig. 9. Quasi-static tensile properties of the present LMD and reference LPS samples compared to 

other 90W-7Ni-3Fe alloys. 


